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Abstract
The present paper is a survey of the most popular vector extrapolation methods such as the reduced rank extrapolation
(RRE), the minimal polynomial extrapolation (MPE), the modied minimal polynomial extrapolation (MMPE), the vector
-algorithm (VEA) and the topological -algorithm (TEA). Using projectors, we derive a dierent interpretation of these
methods and give some theoretical results. The second aim of this work is to give a numerical comparison of the vector
extrapolation methods above when they are used for practical large problems such as linear and nonlinear systems of
equations. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade, many iterative methods for solving large and sparse nonsymmetric linear systems
of equations have been developed. The extensions of these methods to nonlinear systems have been
considered. As the classical iteration processes may converge slowly, extrapolation methods are
required. The aim of vector extrapolation methods is to transform a sequence of vectors generated
by some process to a new one with the goal to converge faster than the initial sequence. The
most popular vector extrapolation methods can be classied into two categories: the polynomial
methods and the -algorithms. The rst family contains the minimal polynomial extrapolation (MPE)
method of Cabay and Jackson [8], the reduced rank extrapolation (RRE) method of Eddy [9] and
Mesina [24] and the modied minimal polynomial extrapolation (MMPE) method of Sidi et al. [35],
Brezinski [3] and Pugachev [25]. The second class includes the topological -algorithm (TEA) of
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Brezinski [3] and the scalar and vector -algorithms (SEA and VEA) of Wynn [39,40]. Some
convergence results and properties of these methods were given in [3,16,18,28,30,33{36].
Dierent recursive algorithms for implementing these methods were also proposed in [5,15,10,39,40].
However, in practice and for large problems, these algorithms become very unstable and are not
recommended. When solving large linear and nonlinear systems, Sidi [32] gives a more stable
implementation of the RRE and MPE methods using a QR decomposition while Jbilou and Sadok
[19] developed an LU-implementation of the MMPE method. These techniques require low storage
and work and are more stable numerically.
When applied to linearly generated vector sequences, the MPE, the RRE and the TEA methods are
mathematically related to some known Krylov subspace methods. It was shown in [34] that these
methods are equivalent to the method of Arnoldi [26], the generalized minimal residual method
(GMRES) [27] and the method of Lanczos [21], respectively. The MMPE method is mathematically
equivalent to Hessenberg method [30] and [38]. For linear problems, some numerical comparisons
have been given in [11].
We note also that, when the considered sequence is not generated linearly, these extrapolation
methods are still projection methods but not necessarily Krylov subspace methods [20].
An important property of the vector extrapolation methods above is that they could be applied
directly to the solution of linear and nonlinear systems. This comes out from the fact that the
denitions of these methods do not require an explicit knowledge of how the sequence is generated.
Hence, these vector extrapolation methods are more eective for nonlinear problems [29].
For nonlinear problems, these methods do not need the use of the Jacobian of the function and have
the property of quadratic convergence under some assumptions [17]. Note that for some nonlinear
problems, vector extrapolation methods such as nonlinear Newton{Krylov methods fail to converge
if the initial guess is \away" from a solution. In this case, some techniques such as the linear search
backtracting procedure could be added to the basic algorithms; see [2].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the polynomial extrapolation methods
(RRE, MPE and MMPE) by using the generalized residual. We will also see how these methods could
be applied for solving linear and nonlinear systems of equations. In this case some theoretical results
are given. Section 3 is devoted to the epsilon-algorithm’s family (SEA, VEA and TEA). In Section 4,
we give the computational steps and storage required for these methods. Some numerical experiments
are given in Section 5 and a comparison with the vector extrapolation methods cited above.
In this paper, we denote by (:; :) the Euclidean inner product in RN and by jj:jj the corresponding
norm. For an N  N matrix A and a vector v of RN the Krylov subspace Kk(A; v) is the subspace
generated by the vectors v; Av; : : : ; Ak−1v. IN is the unit matrix and the Kronecker product ⊗ is dened
by C ⊗ B= [ci; j B] where B and C are two matrices.
2. The polynomial methods
2.1. Denitions of the RRE, MPE and MMPE methods
Let (sn) be a sequence of vectors of RN and consider the transformation Tk dened by
Tk :RN ! RN ;
sn ! t(n)k
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with
t(n)k = sn +
kX
i=1
a(n)i gi(n); n>0; (2.1)
where the auxiliary vector sequences (gi(n))n; i=1; : : : ; k, are given. The coecients a
(n)
i are scalars.
Let ~Tk denote the new transformation obtained from Tk by
~t(n)k = sn+1 +
kX
i=1
a(n)i gi(n+ 1); n>0: (2.2)
For these extrapolation methods, the auxiliary sequences are such that gi(n) = sn+i−1; i = 1; : : : ; k;
n>0, and the coecients a(n)i are the same in the two expressions (2.1) and (2.2).
We dene the generalized residual of t(n)k by
~r(t(n)k ) = ~t
(n)
k − t(n)k
=sn +
kX
i=1
a(n)i gi(n): (2.3)
The forward dierence operator  acts on the index n, i.e., gi(n)=gi(n+1)−gi(n); i=1; : : : ; k.
We will see later that, when solving linear systems of equations, the sequence (sn)n is generated
by a linear process and then the generalized residual coincides with the classical residual.
The coecients a(n)i involved in expression (2.1) are obtained from the orthogonality relation
~r(t(n)k )?spanfy(n)1 ; : : : ; y(n)k g; (2.4)
where y(n)i =sn+i−1 for the MPE; y
(n)
i =2sn+i−1 for the RRE and y
(n)
i = yi for the MMPE where
y1; : : : ; yk are arbitrary linearly independent vectors of RN .
Now, if ~Wk;n and ~Lk;n denote the subspaces ~Wk;n = spanf2sn; : : : ;2sn+k−1g and ~Lk;n =
spanfy(n)1 ; : : : ; y(n)k g, then from (2.3) and (2.4), the generalized residuals satises
~r(t(n)k )−sn 2 ~Wk;n (2.5)
and
~r(t(n)k )? ~Lk;n: (2.6)
Conditions (2.5) and (2.6) show that the generalized residual ~r(t(n)k ) is obtained by projecting, the
vector sn onto the subspace ~Wk;n, orthogonally to ~Lk;n.
In a matrix form, ~r(t(n)k ) can be written as
~r(t(n)k ) = sn −2Sk;n(LTk; n2Sk;n)−1LTk; nsn; (2.7)
where Lk;n, Sk;n and 2Sk;n are the kk matrices whose columns are y(n)1 ; : : : ; y(n)k ; sn; : : : ;sn+k−1
and 2sn; : : : ;2sn+k−1 respectively. Note that ~r(t
(n)
k ) is well dened if and only if the k  k matrix
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LTk; n
2Sk;n is nonsingular; a necessary condition for this is that the matrices Lk;n and 2Sk;n are full
rank. In this case, t(n)k exists and is uniquely given by
t(n)k = sn −Sk;n(LTk; n2Sk;n)−1LTk; nsn: (2.8)
The approximation t(n)k can also be expressed as
t(n)k =
kX
j=0
(n)j sn+j
with
kX
i=0
(n)j = 1
and
kX
j=0
(n)i; j 
[n)
j = 0; j = 0; : : : ; k − 1;
where the coecients (n)i; j are dened by
(n)i; j = (sn+i ;sn+j) for the MPE method;
(n)i; j = (
2sn+i ;sn+j) for the RRE method;
(n)i; j = (yi+1;sn+j) for the MPE method; i = 0; : : : ; k − 1 and j = 0; : : : ; k:
From these relations it is not dicult to see that t(n)k can also be written as a ratio of two
determinants as follows:
t(n)k =

sn sn+1 : : : sn+k
(n)0;0 
(n)
0;1 : : : 
(n)
0; k
...
...
...
(n)k−1;0 
(n)
k−1;1 : : : 
(n)
k−1; k

,
1 1 : : : 1
(n)0;0 
(n)
0;1 : : : 
(n)
0; k
...
...
...
(n)k−1;0 
(n)
k−1;1 : : : 
(n)
k−1; k

: (2.9)
The determinant in the numerator of (2.9) is the vector obtained by expanding this determinant
with respect to its rst row by the classical rule.
Note that the determinant in the denominator of (2.9) is equal to det(LTk; n
2Sk;n) which is as-
sumed to be nonzero. The computation of the approximation t(n)k needs the values of the terms
sn; sn+1; : : : ; sn+k+1.
2.2. Application to linear systems
Consider the system of linear equations
Cx = f; (2.10)
where C is a real nonsingular NN matrix, f is a vector of RN and x denotes the unique solution.
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Instead of applying the extrapolation methods for solving (2.10), we will use them for the pre-
conditioned linear system
M−1Cx =M−1f; (2.11)
where M is a nonsingular matrix.
Starting from an initial vector s0, we construct the sequence (sj)j by
sj+1 = Bsj + b; j = 0; 1; : : : (2.12)
with B= I − A; A=M−1C and b=M−1f.
Note that if the sequence (sj) is convergent, its limit s = x is the solution of the linear system
(2.10).
From (2.12) we have sj = b − Asj = r(sj), the residual of the vector sj. Therefore using (2.3)
and (2.12), it follows that the generalized residual of the approximation t(n)k is the true residual
~r(t(n)k ) = r(t
(n)
k ) = b− At(n)k : (2.13)
Note also that, since 2sn =−Asn, we have 2Sk;n =−ASk;n.
For simplicity and unless specied otherwise, we set n = 0, we denote t(0)k = tk and we drop the
index n in our notations. Let d be the degree of the minimal polynomial P d of B for the vector
s0 − x and, as A = I − B is nonsingular, Pd is also the minimal polynomial of B for r0 = s0.
Therefore, the matrices Sk = [s0; : : : ;sk−1] and 2Sk = [2s0; : : : ;2sk−1] have full rank for
k6d. We also note that the approximation td exits and is equal to the solution of the linear system
(2.10).
The three extrapolation methods make use implicitly of the polynomial P d and since this poly-
nomial is not known in practice, the aim of these methods is to approximate it.
When applied to the sequence generated by (2.12), the vector extrapolation methods above produce
approximations tk such that the corresponding residuals rk = b− Atk satisfy the relations
rk 2 ~Wk = A ~V k (2.14)
and
rk? ~Lk; (2.15)
where ~V k = spanfs0; : : : ;sk−1g and ~Lk  ~Wk for RRE, ~Lk  ~V k for MPE and ~Lk  ~Y k = span
fy1; : : : ; ykg for MMPE where y1; : : : ; yk are linearly independent vectors.
Note that, since ~Wk  Kk(A; Ar0), the extrapolation methods above are Krylov subspace methods.
RRE is an orthogonal projection and is theoretically equivalent to GMRES while MPE and MMPE
are oblique projection methods and are equivalent to the method of Arnoldi and to the Hessenberg
method [38], respectively. From this observation, we conclude that for k6d, the approximation tk
exists and is unique, unconditionally for RRE, and this is not always the case for MPE and MMPE.
In fact, for the last two methods the approximation tk (k <d) exists if and only if det(STk
2Sk) 6= 0
for MPE and det(Y Tk 
2Sk) 6= 0 for MMPE where Yk = [y1; : : : ; yk].
Let Pk be the orthogonal projector onto ~Wk . Then from (2.14) and (2.15), the residual generated
by RRE can be expressed as
rrrek = r0 − Pkr0: (2.16)
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We also consider the oblique projectors Qk and Rk onto ~Wk and orthogonally to ~V k and ~Y k respec-
tively. It follows that the residuals produced by MPE and MMPE can be written as
rmpek = r0 − Qkr0 (2.17)
and
rmmpek = r0 − Rkr0: (2.18)
The acute angle k between r0 and the subspace ~Wk is dened by
cos k = max
z2 ~Wk−f0g
 j(r0; z)j
jjr0jjjjzjj

: (2.19)
Note that k is the acute angle between the vector r0 and Pkr0.
In the sequel we give some relations satised by the residual norms of the three extrapolation
methods.
Theorem 1. Let k be the acute angle between r0 and Qkr0 and let  k denote the acute angle
between r0 and Rkr0. Then we have the following relations:
(1) jjrrrek jj2 = (sin2 k)jjr0jj2.
(2) jjrmpek jj2 = (tan2 k)jjr0jj2.
(3) jjrrrek jj6(cosk)jjrmpek jj.
Moreover if for MMPE yj = r0 for some j = 1; : : : ; k; then we also have
(4) jjrmmpek jj2 = (tan2  k)jjr0jj2.
(5) jjrrrek jj6(cos  k)jjrmmpek jj.
Proof. Parts (1){(3) have been proved in [18]
(4) From (2.18), we get
(rmmpek ; r
mmpe
k ) = (r
mmpe
k ; r0 − Rkr0):
Since (rmmpek ; r0) = 0, it follows that
(rmmpek ; r
mmpe
k ) = (r
mmpe
k ;−Rkr0)
=−jjrmmpek jjjjRkr0jjcos(rmmpek ; Rkr0)
= jjrmmpek jjjjRkr0jjsin  k :
On the other hand,
jjr0jj= jjRkr0jjcos  k ;
hence
jjrmmpek jj= jjr0jjtan  k :
(5) Using statements (1) and (4), we get
jjrmmpek jj2
jjrrrek jj2
=
1− cos2  k
1− cos2 k (cos
2  k)−1:
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But cos  k6cos k , therefore
jjrrrek jj6jjrmmpek jjcos  k :
Remark.
 From relations (1), (2) and (4) of Theorem 1, we see that the residuals of the RRE are always
dened while those produced by MPE and MMPE may not exist.
 We also observe that if a stagnation occurs in RRE (jjrrrek jj= jjr0jj for some k<d), then cos k=0
and, from (2.19), this implies that cosk = cos  k = 0 and hence the approximations produced by
MPE and MMPE are not dened.
When the linear process (2.12) is convergent, it is more useful in practice to apply the extrapolation
methods after a xed number p of basic iterations. We note also that, when these methods are used
in their complete form, the required work and storage grow linearly with the iteration step. To
overcome this drawback we use them in a cycling mode and this means that we have to restart the
algorithms after a chosen number m of iterations.
The algorithm is summarized as follows:
1. k = 0, choose x0 and the numbers p and m.
2. Basic iteration
set t0 = x0
z0 = t0
zj+1 = B zj + b, j = 0; : : : ; p− 1.
3. Extrapolation scheme
s0 = zp
sj+1 = B sj + b, j = 0; : : : ; m,
compute the approximation tm by RRE, MPE or MMPE.
4. Set x0 = tm, k = k + 1 and go to 2.
Stable schemes for the computation of the approximation tk are given in [32, 19]. In [32], Sidi gave
an ecient implementation of the MPE and RRE methods which is based on the QR decomposition
of the matrix Sk . In [19], we used an LU decomposition of Sk with a pivoting strategy. These
implementations require low work and storage and are more stable numerically.
2.3. Application to nonlinear systems
Consider the system of nonlinear equations
G(x) = x; (2.20)
where G :RN ) RN and let x be a solution of (2.20).
For any arbitrary vector x, the residual is dened by
r(x) = G(x)− x:
Let (sj)j be the sequence of vectors generated from an initial guess s0 as follows:
sj+1 = G(sj); j = 0; 1; : : : : (2.21)
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Note that
r(sj) = ~r(sj) = sj; j=; 1; : : : :
As for linear problems, it is more useful to run some basic iterations before the application of an
extrapolation method for solving (2.20). Note also that the storage and the evaluation of the function
G increase with the iteration step k. So, in practice, it is recommended to restart the algorithms after
a xed number of iterations. Another important remark is the fact that the extrapolation methods are
more ecient if they are applied to a preconditioned nonlinear system
~G(x) = x; (2.22)
where the function ~G is obtained from G by some preconditioning nonlinear technique.
An extrapolation algorithm for solving the nonlinear problem (2.22) is summarized as follows:
1. k = 0, choose x0 and the integers p and m.
2. Basic iteration
set t0 = x0
w0 = t0
wj+1 = ~G(wj), j = 0; : : : ; p− 1.
3. Extrapolation phase
s0 = wp;
if jjs1 − s0jj< stop;
otherwise generate sj+1 = ~G(sj), j = 0; : : : ; m,
compute the approximation tm by RRE, MPE or MMPE;
4. set x0 = tm, k = k + 1 and go to 2.
As for systems of linear equations, ecient computation of the approximation tm produced by
RRE, MPE and MMPE have been derived in [32,19]. These implementations give as an estimation
of the residual norm at each iteration and it allows to stop the algorithms without having to compute
the true residual which requires an extra evaluation of the function ~G.
Important properties of vector extrapolation methods is the fact that they do not use the knowledge
of the Jacobian of the function ~G and have a quadratic convergence (when they are used in their
complete form).
We also note that the results of Theorem 1 are still valid for nonlinear problems by replacing in
the relations of this theorem the residual rk by the generalized residual ~rk .
Vector extrapolation methods such as MMPE can also be used for computing eigenelements of a
matrix [16].
3. The U-algorithms
3.1. The scalar -algorithm
Let (xn) be a scalar sequence and consider the Hankel determinant
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Hk(xn) =

xn : : : xn+k−1
...
...
...
xn+k−1 : : : xn+2k−2
 ; with H0(xn) = 0; 8n:
Shanks’s transformation [31] ek is dened by
ek(xn) =
Hk+1(xn)
Hk(2xn)
: (3.1)
For the kernel of the transformation ek , it was proved (see [6]) that
8n; ek(xn) = x , 9a0; : : : ; ak with ak 6= 0 and a0 +   + ak 6= 0 such that 8n;
kX
i=0
ai(xn+i − x) = 0:
To implement Shank’s transformation without computing determinants, Wynn [39] discovered a
simple recursion called the scalar epsilon algorithm (SEA) dened by
(n)−1 = 0; 
(n)
0 = xn; n= 0; 1; : : : ;
(n)k+1 = 
(n+1)
k−1 +
1
(n+1)k − (n)k
k; n= 0; 1; : : : :
The scalar -algorithm is related to Shanks’s transformation by
(n)2k = ek(xn) and 
(n)
2k+1 =
1
ek(xn)
:
For more details and properties of SEA, see [6] and the references therein. For vector sequences
(sn), one can apply the scalar -algorithm to each component of sn. However, one disadvantage of
this technique is that it ignores the connexions between the components. Another problem is the fact
that some transformed components fail to exist or may be very large numerically. These drawbacks
limit the application of SEA to vector sequences.
3.2. The vector -algorithm
In order to generalize the scalar -algorithm to the vector case, we have to dene the inverse of
a vector. One possibility that was considered by Wynn [40] is to use the inverse dened by
z−1 =
z
jjzjj2 ; z 2 R
N :
Therefore, for vector sequences (sn) the vector -algorithm of Wynn is dened by
(n)−1 = 0; 
(n)
0 = sn; n= 0; 1; : : : ;
(n)k+1 = 
(n+1)
k−1 + [
(n+1)
k − (n)k ]−1; k; n= 0; 1; : : : :
For the real case, it was proved by McLeod [23] that if 8n>N0; Pki=0 ai(sn+i − s) = 0, with ak 6= 0
and a0 +   + ak 6= 0, then (n)2k = s; 8n>N0. This result has been proved by Graves-Morris [13] in
the complex case.
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When applied to the vector sequence generated by (2.12), the scalar and the vector -algorithms
give the solution of the linear system (2.10) that is 8n, (n)2N = x, see [6]. As will be seen in the last
section, the intermediate quantities (n)2k , k <N , are approximations of the solution x
.
We note also that the vector -algorithm has been used for solving nonlinear problems by applying
it to the nonlinear sequence dened by (2.21); see [7,12].
However, the vector -algorithm requires higher work and storage as compared to the vector
polynomial methods described in Section 2. In fact, computing the approximation (n)2k needs the terms
sn; : : : ; sn+2k which requires a storage of 2k + 1 vectors of RN while the three methods (RRE, MPE
and MMPE) require only k + 2 terms sn; : : : ; sn+k+1. Computational work and storage requirements
are given in Section 4.
3.3. The topological -algorithm
In [3], Brezinski proposed another generalization of the scalar -algorithm for vector sequences
which is quite dierent from the vector -algorithm and was called the topological -algorithm (TEA).
This approach consists in computing approximations ek(sn) = t
(n)
k of the limit or the anti-limit of
the sequence (sn) such that
t(n)k = sn +
kX
i=1
a(n)i sn+i−1; n>0: (3.2)
We consider the new transformations ~tk; j, j = 1; : : : ; k dened by
~t(n)k; j = sn+j +
kX
i=1
a(n)i sn+i+j−1; j = 1; : : : ; k:
We set ~t(n)k;0 = t
(n)
k and dene the jth generalized residual as follows:
~rj(t
(n)
k ) = ~t
(n)
k; j − ~t(n)k; j−1
=sn+j−1 +
kX
i=1
a(n)i 
2sn+i+j−2; j = 1; : : : ; k:
Therefore, the coecients involved in expression (3.2) of t(n)k are computed such that each jth
generalized residual is orthogonal to some chosen vector y 2 RN , that is
(y; ~rj(t
(n)
k )) = 0; j = 1; : : : ; k: (3.3)
Hence the vector an=(a
(n)
1 ; : : : ; a
(n)
k )
T is the solution of the kk linear system (3:3) which is written
as
Tk;n an =STk; ny; (3.4)
where Tk;n is the matrix whose columns are 2STk; n y; : : : ;
2STk; n+k−1 y (assumed to be nonsingular)
and jSk;n, j = 1; 2 are the N  k matrices whose columns are jsn; : : : ;jsn+k−1, j = 1; 2.
Note that the k  k matrix Tk;n is also given by the formula
Tk;n =Sk; n (IN ⊗ y);
where Sk; n is the k  Nk matrix whose block columns are 2STk; n; : : : ;2STk; n+k−1.
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Invoking (3.2) and (3:4), t(n)k can be expressed in a matrix form as
t(n)k = sn −Sk;n T−1k; n STk; ny: (3.5)
Using Schur’s formula, t(n)k can be expressed as a ratio of two determinants
t(n)k =
 sn Sk;nSTk; ny Tk;n


det(Tk;n):
For the kernel of the topological -algorithm it is easy to see that if 8n; 9a0; : : : ; ak with ak 6= 0 and
a0 +   + ak 6= 0 such that Pki=0 ai(sn+i − s) = 0, then 8n, t(n)k = s.
The vectors ek(sn) = t
(n)
k can be recursively computed by the topological -algorithm discovered
by Brezinski [3]
(n)−1 = 0; 
(n)
0 = sn; n= 0; 1; : : : ;
(n)2k+1 = 
(n+1)
2k−1 +
y
(y;(n)2k )
;
(n)2k+2 = 
(n+1)
2k +
(n)2k
((n)2k+1;
(n)
2k )
n; k = 0; 1; : : : :
The forward dierence operator  acts on the superscript n and we have
(n)2k = ek(sn) = t
(n)
k ; and 
(n)
2k+1 =
y
(y; ek(sn))
; n; k = 0; 1; : : : :
We notice that, for the complex case, we can use the product (y; z)=
PN
i=1 yi zi, hence (y; z) is not
equal to (z; y). The order of vectors in the scalar product is important, and similar methods have
been studied in detail by Tan [37].
3.4. Application of VEA and TEA to linear and nonlinear systems
Consider again the system of linear equations (2.10) and let (sn) be the sequence of vectors
generated by the linear process (2.12).
Using the fact that 2sn+i = B2sn+i−1, the matrix Tk;n has now the following expression:
Tk;n =−LTk ASk;n; (3.6)
where Lk is the N  k matrix whose columns are y; BTy; : : : ; BTk−1y. As n will be a xed integer,
we set n= 0 for simplicity and denote Tk;0 by Tk and Sk;0 by Sk .
On the other hand, it is not dicult to see that
STk y = L
T
k r0: (3.7)
Therefore, using (3.6), (3.7) with (3.5), the kth residual produced by TEA is given by
rteak = r0 − ASk (LTk ASk)−1LTk r0: (3.8)
Let Ek denotes the oblique projector onto the Krylov subspace Kk(A; Ar0) and orthogonally to the
Krylov subspace Kk(BT; y) = Kk(AT; y). Then from (3.8) the residual generated by TEA can be
written as follows:
rteak = r0 − Ekr0: (3.9)
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This shows that the topological -algorithm is mathematically equivalent to the method of Lanczos
[4]. Note that the kth approximation dened by TEA exists if and only if the k  k matrix LTk ASk
is nonsingular.
The following result gives us some relations satised by the residual norms in the case where
y = r0.
Theorem 2. Let ’k be the acute angle between r0 and Ekr0 and let y = r0. Then we have the
following relations:
(1) jjrteak jj= jtan’k jjjr0jj; k > 1.
(2) jjrrrek jj6 (cos’k) jjrteak jj.
Proof. (1) Follows from (3.9) and the fact that r0 = y is orthogonal to rteak .
(2) From (2.19) we have cos’k6cos k , then using relations (1) of Theorem 1 and (1) of Theorem
2 the result follows.
Remark.
 Relation (1) of Theorem 2 shows that the residuals of the TEA are dened if and only if cos
’k 6= 0.
 We also observe that, if a stagnation occurs in RRE (jjrrrek jj = jjr0jj for some k, then cos k = 0
and this implies that cos’k = 0, which shows that the TEA-approximation is not dened.
The topological -algorithm can also be applied for solving nonlinear systems of equations. For
this, TEA is applied to the sequence (sn) generated by the nonlinear process (2.22). We note that
TEA does not need the knowledge of the Jacobian of the function ~G and has the property of quadratic
convergence [22].
When applied for the solution of linear and nonlinear problems, work and storage required by
VEA and TEA grow with the iteration step. So, in practice and for large problems, the algorithms
must be restarted. It is also useful to run some basic iterations before the extrapolation phase.
The application of VEA or TEA for linear and nonlinear systems leads to the following algorithm
where ~G(x) is to be replaced by Bx + b for linear problems:
1. k = 0, choose x0 and the integers p and m.
2. Basic iteration
set t0 = x0
w0 = t0
wj+1 = ~G(wj), j = 0; : : : ; p− 1.
3. Extrapolation phase
s0 = wp;
if jjs1 − s0jj< stop;
otherwise generate sj+1 = ~G(sj), j = 0; : : : ; 2m− 1,
compute the approximation tm = 
(0)
2m by VEA or TEA;
4. set x0 = tm, k = k + 1 and go to 2.
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Table 1
Memory requirements and computational costs (multiplications and additions) for RRE, MPE, MMPE, VEA and TEA
Method RRE MPE MMPE VEA TEA
Multiplications and additions 2Nk2 2Nk2 Nk2 10Nk2 10Nk2
Mat{Vec with A or evaluation of ~G k + 1 k + 1 k + 1 2k 2k
Memory locations (k + 1)N (k + 1)N (k + 1)N (2k + 1)N (2k + 1)N
4. Operation count and storage
Table 1 lists the operation count (multiplications and additions) and the storage requirements to
compute the approximation t(0)k with RRE, MPE and MMPE and the approximation 
(0)
2k with VEA
and TEA. In practice, the dimension N of vectors is very large and k is small, so we listed only
the main computational eort.
For RRE and MPE, we used the QR-implementation given in [32], whereas the LU-implementation
developed in [19] was used for MMPE.
To compute t[0)k with the three polynomial vector extrapolation methods, the vectors s0; s1; : : : ; sk+1
are required while the terms s0; : : : ; s2k are needed for the computation of 
(0)
2k with VEA and TEA.
So, when solving linear systems of equations, k +1 matrix{vector (Mat{Vec) products are required
with RRE, MPE and MMPE and 2k matrix{vector products are needed with VEA and TEA. For
nonlinear problems the comparison is still valid by replacing \Mat{Vec" with \evaluation of the
function ~G".
All these operations are listed in Table 1.
As seen in Table 1, the vector and topological -algorithms are more expensive in terms of work
and storage as compared to the polynomial vector extrapolation methods, namely RRE, MPE and
MMPE.
The implementations given in [32,19] for RRE, MPE and MMPE allow us to compute exactly
the norm of the residual at each iteration for linear systems or to estimate it for nonlinear problems
without actually computing the residuals. This reduce the cost of implementation and is used to stop
the algorithms when the accuracy is achieved.
5. Numerical examples
We report in this section a few numerical examples comparing the performances of RRE, MPE,
MMPE, VEA and TEA. For RRE and MPE, we used the program given in [32] and for MMPE we
used the implementation developed in [19]. The programs used for VEA and TEA were taken out
from [6].
The tests were run in double precision on SUN Entreprise 450 SERVER using the standard F77
compiler. We have rst considered one example for linear systems and one example for nonlinear
systems. In these examples the starting point was chosen x0 = rand(N; 1) where the function rand
creates an N vector with coecients uniformly distributed in [0; 1].
For the TEA the vector y was also y = rand(N; 1).
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Table 2
Method MMPE MPE RRE VEA TEA
Number of restarts 28 25 26 30 30
Residual norms 2.16d-09 2.d-09 1.d-09 9d-04 3d-01
CPU time 40 80 83 230 206
5.1. Example 1
In the rst example, we derived the matrix test problem by discretizing the boundary value
problem [1]
−uxx(x; y)− uyy(x; y) + 2p1ux(x; y) + 2p2uy(x; y)− p3u(x; y) = (x; y) on 
;
u(x; y) = 1 + xy on @
;
by nite dierences, where 
 is the unit square f(x; y) 2 R2; 06x; y61g and p1; p2; p3 are positive
constants. The right-hand-side function (x; y) was chosen so that the true solution is u(x; y)=1+xy
in 
. We used centred dierences to discretize this problem on a uniform (n + 2)  (n + 2) grid
(including grid points on the boundary). We get a matrix of size N = n2.
We applied the extrapolation methods to the sequence (sj) dened as in [14] by
sj+1 = B!sk + c!; (5.1)
where
c! = !(2− !)(D − !U )−1D(D − !L)−1b; (5.2)
B! = (D − !U )−1(!L+ (1− !)D)(D − !L)−1(!U + (1− !)D) (5.3)
and A= D − L− U , the classical splitting decomposition.
When (sj) converges, the xed point of iteration (5.1) is the solution of the SSOR preconditioned
system (I − B!)x = c!.
The stopping criterion was jj(I − B!)xk − c!jj< 10−8 for this linear problem.
We let n= 70 and choose p1 = 1; p2 = 1 and p3 = 10.
For this experiment, the system has dimension 4900 4900. The width of extrapolation is m=20
and != 0:5.
In Table 2, we give the l2-norm of the residuals obtained at the end of each cycle and the CPU
time for the ve methods (MMPE, MPE, RRE, VEA and TEA).
A maximum of 30 cycles was allowed to all the algorithms. Remark that for this experiment,
TEA failed to converge and for the VEA we obtained only a residual norm of 9  10−4.
5.2. Example 2
We consider now the following nonlinear partial dierential equation:
−uxx(x; y)− uyy(x; y) + 2p1ux(x; y) + 2p2uy(x; y)− p3u(x; y) + 5eu(x;y) = (x; y) on 
;
u(x; y) = 1 + xy on @
;
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Table 3
Method MMPE MPE RRE VEA TEA
Number of restarts 20 18 19 22 30
Residual norms 2.9d-09 9.2d-08 2.8d-08 9.6d-09 2.9d-05
CPU time 13.59 13.90 14.72 51.24 65.90
over the unit square of R2 with Dirichlet boundary condition. This problem is discretized by a
standard ve-point central dierence formula with uniform grid of size h = 1=(n + 1). We get the
following nonlinear system of dimension N  N , where N = n2:
AX + 5eX − b= 0: (5.4)
The right-hand-side function (x; y) was chosen so that the true solution is u(x; y) = 1 + xy in 
.
The sequence (sj) is generated by using the nonlinear SSOR method. Hence we have sj+1=G(sj),
where
G(X ) = B! X + !(2− !)(D − !U )−1D(D − !L)−1(b− 5eX );
the matrix B! is given in (5.3).
In the following tests, we compare the ve extrapolation methods using the SSOR preconditioning.
The stopping criterion was jjxk − G(xk)jj< 10−8.
In our tests, we choose n= 72 and hence the system has dimension N = 4900. With m= 20 and
!= 0:5, we obtain the results of Table 3.
The convergence of the ve extrapolation methods above is relatively sensitive to the choice of
the parameter !. We note that for this experiment, the TEA algorithm stagnates after 30 restarts.
The VEA algorithm requires more CPU time as compared to the three polynomial extrapolation
methods.
6. Conclusion
We have proposed a review of the most known vector extrapolation methods namely the poly-
nomial ones (MMPE, RRE and MPE) and the -algorithms (TEA and VEA). We also give some
numerical comparison of these methods. The numerical tests presented in this paper show the ad-
vantage of the vector polynomial methods. We note also that VEA is numerically more stable than
TEA. However, the last two algorithms require more storage and operation counts as compared
to the polynomial methods. The advantage of vector extrapolation methods when compared to the
classical Krylov subspace methods is that they generalize in a straightforward manner from linear
to nonlinear problems.
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